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Abstract. In this paper, the dynamics for the system of polytropic viscous ideal gas
is investigated. One of the important features of this problem is that the metric spaces
H^ and H^ that we work with are two incomplete metric spaces, as can be seen from
the constraints 0 > 0 and u > 0 with 6 and u begin absolute temperature and specific
volume, respectively. For any constants 0i, (h, @3,04,05 satisfying certain conditions,
two sequences of closed subspaces H^ C H(i) (i = 1,2) are found, and the existence of

two maximal (universal) attractors in and is proved.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with existence of maximal (universal) at-
tractors for the system of one-dimensional polytropic viscous ideal gas. The referential
(Lagrangian) form of the conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy for this kind
of gas with the reference density po = 1 can be written as follows (see [8]):

ut-vx = 0, (1.1)

cve, + ^ - (™) -m£ = 0. (L3)
V \ U )x u

Here subscripts denote partial differentiations, and u, v, 0 denote the specific volume,
velocity and absolute temperature, respectively. R, /i, Cy and K are given positive con-
stants. We consider problem (1.1)—(1.3) in the region {0 < x < l,t > 0} subject to the
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boundary conditions

w(0, t) = v(l,t) = 0, 6X(0, t) = 9X{1, t) = 0. (1.4)

and the initial conditions

u(x, 0) = uo(x), v(x,0) = vo(x), 6(x,Q) = 6q{x) on [0,1]. (1.5)

First, let us recall that the results on global existence, uniqueness and asymptotic be-
haviour of solutions to problem (1.1)—(1.5) have been established in [8], [11]; see also [7],
[5], [1] and the references cited there.

In this paper, we would like to further study the dynamics of problem (1.1)—(1.5),
namely, we want to prove the existence of maximal (universal) attractors. Before stating
and proving our results, let us first explain some mathematical difficulties in studying
the dynamics of this problem. First, from physical reasons, the special volume u and
the absolute temperature 6 must be positive for all time. These constraints give rise to
some severe mathematical difficulties. For instance, we must work on incomplete metric
spaces and H^2\ H^ C H^\ with these constraints. The nonlinear semigroup
S(t) defined by problem (1.1)—(1.5) maps each and H^ into itself. It is clear
from equations (1.2)—(1.3) that we cannot continuously extend the semigroup S(t) to
the closure of H{1%> and H[2). Notice the following significant differences between the
study of global existence and the study of existence of a maximal attractor: for the
study of global existence, the initial datum is given while for the study of existence of a
maximal attractor in a certain metric space, the initial data are varying in that space.
Since the maximal attractor is just the uj-limit set of an absorbing set, the requirement
on completeness of spaces is needed. To overcome this severe mathematical difficulty, we
restrict ourselves to a sequence of closed subspaces of and H{2^ (see the definition
below). It turns out that it is very crucial to prove that the orbit starting from any
bounded set of this closed subspace will reenter this subspace and stay there after a
finite time, which should be uniform with respect to all orbits starting from a bounded
set; otherwise, there is no grounds for talking about the existence of an absorbing set
and maximal attractor in this subspace. The proof of this fact becomes an essential part
of our paper. Secondly, two quantities, i.e., the total mass and energy, are conserved.
Indeed, if we integrate the first equation (1.1) with respect to x and t and exploit the
boundary conditions, we will end up with

f u(x,t)dx — ( uo(x)dx, Vt > 0. (1.6)
Jo Jo

Next, if we multiply (1.2) by v, and integrate the resultant and also the third equation
with respect to x and t, then add together, we finally get

J (cv0 + Y j dx = J (cVeo(.x) + Y^x)) dx. (1.7)
These two conservations indicate that there can be no absorbing set for initial data
varying in the whole space. Instead, we should rather consider the dynamics in a sequence
of closed subspaces defined by some parameters. In this regard, the situation is quite
similar to that encountered for the single Cahn-Hilliard equation in the isothermal case
(see [18]) and the coupled Cahn-Hilliard equations (see [14]). Therefore, one of the
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key issues in the present paper is how to choose these closed subspaces. Finally, (1.1)-
(1.3) is a hyperbolic-parabolic coupled system. It turns out that in general the orbit
is not compact. In order to prove the existence of a maximal attractor by the theory
presented in [18] by Temam, we have either to show the uniform compactness of the
orbit of semigroup S(t) for large time or to show that we can decompose S(t) into two
parts, Si(t) and S2(t), with S\ being uniformly compact for large time and S2 going to
zero uniformly. Since equations (1.1)—(1.3) is a hyperbolic-parabolic coupled system, the
orbit is not compact. Moreover, since our system is quasilinear, the usual method of
decomposition into two parts for a semilinear system (see [4]) does not seem feasible. To
overcome this difficulty, we will adopt an approach motivated by the idea in [2].

From now on, without loss of generality we always assume that Cy = R = n = K = 1.
Now let us consider the spaces

H(1) = {(u,v,0) e Hl[0,1] x Hl[0,1] X ̂ [0,1] : u(x) > 0, 0(x) >0,xE [0,1],

^|rr=0 = ^|x=l = 0}

and

tf(2) = {{u,v,0) e H2[0,1] x H2[0,1] x H2[0,1] : u{x) > O,0(x) > 0,® G [0,1],

v\x=0 ^|x=l — @x\x=0 = @x\x=l = 0}

which become two metric spaces when equipped with the metrics induced from the usual
norms. In the above, Hl,H2 are the usual Sobolev spaces.

Let /3i (i — 1,... ,5) be any given constants such that /?i € K,/?2 > 0, /?4 > ^- >
/?3 > 0, 0 < /?5 < /?2 are arbitrarily given constants, and let

:= |(u, v, 9) G : J (ln(0) + ln(u))dx > 0i, f35 < J (6 + v2/2)dx < f32,

f'J o

ff(')

Ps< I udx < /?4, /3s/2 <6< 202, fo/2 <u< 204} , i = 1,2.

Clearly, H^ ' is a sequence of closed subspaces of (j = 1,2). Later on we will show
that the first three constraints are invariant. However, the last two constraints are not
invariant. These two constraints are just introduced to overcome the difficulty that the
original spaces are incomplete. As mentioned before, it is very crucial to prove that the
orbit starting from any bounded set of will reenter after a finite time.

We are now in a position to state our main theorem.

Theorem 1.1. The nonlinear semigroup S(t) defined by the solution to problem (1.1)-
(1.5) maps H^ (i = 1,2) into itself. Moreover, for any /?, (i = 1,..., 5) with (3\ <
0,02 > 0,/?4 > > /?3 > 0,0 < /?5 < /?2, it possesses in ' a maximal attractor

A./3 (i = 1,2).

Remark 1.1. The set Ai = g2 Ai,0 (i = 1,2) is a global noncompact
attractor in the metric space in the following sense that it attracts any bounded
sets of Hwith constraints u > r/i, 9 > rj2 with r/i, r]2 being any given positive constants.
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The notation in this paper will be as follows: Lp, 1 < p < +00, Wm'p,rn € N, H1 =
Wx'2,Hq = Wq'2 denote the usual (Sobolev) spaces on (0,1). In addition (,) stands
for the inner product in L2, and || ■ ||s denotes the norm in the space B; we also put
|| - || = || ■ ||L2. We denote by Ck{I, B), k G No, the space of A;-times continuously
differentiate functions from ICR into a Banach space B, and likewise by LP(I,B),
1 < P < +00 the corresponding Lebesgue spaces. Subscripts t and x denote the (partial)

(i)derivatives with respect to t and x, respectively. We use Cq , i = 1,2, to denote the
universal constant depending only on the Hnorm of initial data and min^oa] uq(x).
C/3 denotes the universal constant depending only on Pi (i = 1,..., 5) but independent
of initial data. Cp ' denotes the universal constant depending on f3j (j — 1,2,3,4,5), the
H(i) norm of initial data, and min^^i] uq(x).

2. Nonlinear semigroup on H(2K As mentioned in the previous section, for any
initial data (uo, Vq, 9q) G H^l\ the results on global existence, uniqueness and asymptotic
behaviour of solutions to problem (1.1)-(1.5) have been established in [8], [11]. More
precisely, we have

Lemma 2.1. S(t) defines a nonlinear Co-semigroup on such that for any (uq,vo,6o)
€ fo, $0) = (u(t),v(t),9(t)) e C([0,+oo);#(1)), ut) 9Xl ^X) 1^X1 ^XXl ^ XX ^

L2([0,+00); L2). Moreover,

0 < 6(x, t) < C{01] on [0,1] x [0,00), (2.1)

0 < 1 /C{01] < u(x, t) < C(q] on [0,1] x [0,00), (2.2)

\\vj2II^WIIh1 + II^WIIh1 + + [ (llua:||2 + IK
J 0

+ ||^x||2 + Ikaixll2 + \\9xx\\2)(j)dT < Cq1), Vt> 0. (2.3)

where

u 0

u(t) — u0,v(t),9(t) — 9)||//i —> 0, as t —> +00, (2.4)

= f uo{x)dx, 9— f (vq(x)/2 + 9o(x))dx. (2.5)
Jo Jo

Now we have

Theorem 2.1. S(t) defines a nonlinear Co-semigroup on H^2\

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is divided into a series of lemmas.

Lemma 2.2. For each t > 0, there exists a point xi = X\{t) 6 [0,1] such that the solution
u(x,t) to problem (1.1)—(1.5) has the following expression:

u(x, t) = D(x,i)Z(t) (l+l d(^(t) dr) , (2.6)
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D(x, t) = uo(x) exp(B(x, t)), (2-7)
pX (>X

B(x,t) = / v(y, t)dy — / v0{y)dy
Jxi(t) J 0

I uo(x) J V0(y)dydx, (2.8)

- ^ uo(x)dx) ^ ^ (i>2 + 0)(:r, r) (ix dr^j . (2-9)

Proof. See, e.g., [12]. □

Lemma 2.3. For any (u0,i>o,#o) G H(2\ the unique global solution (u,v,6) of problem
(1.1)—(1.5) belongs to C([0, +oo); H^). Moreover,

|\(u(t),v(t),0(t))\\Hm <C^2), Vi> 0. (2.10)

Proof. By the dense argument, it suffices to prove (2.10) when (ito,wo>#o) belongs to
H® and is smooth enough. By the results in [11], we know that there exists a unique
smooth solution (u(t),v(t),6(t)) to problem (1.1)—(1.5). By equation (1.3), Lemma 2.1,
and Sobolev's imbedding theorem, we have

[ \\8t\\2(T)dT
Jo

C{0] [ (INI2 + IM2 + ll<y ll^xxll Kl|2 + KfKxIl )(r)dr
Jo (2-11)

<C001' [ {\\Vx\\2 + \\vxx\\2 + \\0X\\2 + \\exx\\2)(T)dT
J 0

< c™.

Differentiating (2.1) with respect to t, then multiplying the resultant by i>t and integrating
over (0,1), we get

°o

< Co^dl^ll + Kll + lk2ll)IMI (2-12)
2 , nW(\\a ii2 , iu, ii2 , i|., 1131Tyii^r+crdi^r+ikr+KriK

Then integrating with respect to t and applying Lemma 2.1 yields

f4

/o
IK(*)II2 < Co2), [ \\vxt\\2dr <C(2\ Mt> 0. (2.13)

Jo
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By Eq. (1.2), Sobolev's imbedding theorem, and Young's inequality, we have

ll^xxll < Co1}(lbi|l + Mm + ||wx|| + ||tlxUx||)

< c£\\\vt\\ + ||^||1/2|kxx||1/2|kx|| + 1) (2.14)

^Kxll + c^lM + i).
Combining (2.13) with (2.14) yields

K*|l <cf\ \\vx\\L =o<cf, Vt> 0. (2.15)

By Eq. (1.3), in the same manner we have

>.r + 4iyllMs
°0

<  "Try ll^xt||2 + C^dl^fll^H \\vxx\\ + IHI ||uM|| \\vxt\\2
2C<1) (2.16)

+ ll^tl!2 + ll^xll2 + ||Vx||1/2|Kx||1/2||0t||2 + Ikxtli" + Ikx||3||wxx||)

< (j) \\@xt||2 + Cq2){\\9x\\2 + ||uxt||2 + ||0t||2 + Ikxll2)-
2C0

Integrating (2.16) with respect to t, then applying (2.13) and Lemma 2.1, we get

Pt\\2+[ \\extf{T)dT<cg\ Vt> 0. (2.17)
Jo

Therefore, it follows from Eq. (1.3) that

\\0XX\\ < , W> 0. (2.18)

In what follows we are going to estimate the norm of u in H1. By Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2, we easily get

\\B(x,t)\\L~ <C<1J, |exP(B(x,t))\ < C^, (2.19)

1 <D(x,t), D~\x,t)<c£\ —ttv- < Z(t) < lt (2.20)V ' / > ^ 0 . (1)
°0 °0

rt

(Z{t)Z~\T))p dr <C{o\ 0 < p < +oo. (2.21)
Jo

Hence, by Lemma 2.1,

ll^ll < (2.22)
\\DXX\\ < Cl2) + + IMU0 < cfK (2.23)

A straightforward calculation gives

Uxx = h + h + h, (2.24)
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where

h = Dxx(x, t)Z(t) (l + f n(6{X\Tl , dr) , (2.25)v ./o D(x, t)Z(t) J

h = 2Dx(x,t)Z(t) [ Z'1{T)(dx(x,T)D^1{x,T)
Jo

- Dx{x,t)Q{x,t)D~2(x,t)) dr, (2.26)

I3 = D(x,t)Z(t) I Z~1(t)(6xx(x,t)D~1(x,t) -29x(x,t)Dx(x,t)D~2(x,t)
Jo

— 9(x, t)Dxx(x, t)D~2(x, t) + 29(x, t)D2(x, t)D~3(x, t)) dr. (2.27)

Thus by Lemmas 2.1-2.2 and (2.15), (2.18), and (2.20)-(2.23), we get

\\h\\2 <2 (\\DXXZ\\2 + J" \Dxx(x,t)\2 y* 0(x,T)D-1(x,T)Z(t)Z~1(T)dTSj

< Cf \ (2.28)

||/2||2 < CP\\DX||2 Z(t)Z-\r)dT^j < C™, (2.29)

Whf < C{01] f f Z2(t)Z~2(T)dr f (6lx{x,T) + 62x{x,T))dTdx
J0 Jo Jo

+ Cf) [ f Z(t)Z~1(r) dr [ D2xx{x,T)Z{t)Z~1 (r) dr dx
Jo Jo Jo

+ °Q1) fo Z{t)Z-\T)dT\ dx

< cf}. (2.30)
Combining (2.28)-(2.30) with (2.24) yields

IKsWII < c$\ vt> 0. (2.31)
Thus, (2.10) follows from (2.31), (2.18), (2.15), and Lemma 2.1. □

The continuity of S(t) with respect to (uq,Vo,6o) in H2 can be proved in the same
manner as that for Lemma 2.3, hence can be omitted here. Thus, the proof of Theorem
2.1 is completed. □

3. Existence of absorbing set in H^\ In this section we are going to prove the

existence of an absorbing set in Throughout this section we always assume that

the initial data belong to a bounded set of '. As mentioned in the introduction, first

we have to prove that the orbit starting from any bounded set in will reenter H^
after a finite time which should be uniform with respect to all orbits starting from that
bounded set.
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Lemma 3.1. If (uo,Vo,9o) £ then the following estimates hold:

03 < [ u(x,t)dx— ( uo{x) dx < 04, Vf > 0, (3.1)
Jo Jo

1 / V2 \ , [l ( „ . V Q
05 < I [9 + — j {x,t)dx = J + — ) {x)dx < 02,Vt > 0, (3.2)

f1 f*' f1 ( 92 v2
/ (In 6* +In u){x,t)dx+ / / ( ) (x, r) dx dr
lo Jo Jo u92 w#,

(\ii8q+ \nuo)(x) dx <—0i, Vt > 0. (3.3)
/<Jo

Proof. See, e.g., [11], [16]. □

Lemma 3.2. If (uo,vq,9o) € H^\ then the following estimates hold:

4 /"l / V2 \
+ ~a ) {x,r)dxdr < Cp, Vt > 0, (3.4)

/o Jo \u92 u6
Ht)\\<Cp, Vt> 0, (3.5)

o <Cg1<[ e/y(x,t)dx < C/3, 7 € [0,1], Vi > 0. (3.6)
Jo

Proof. See, e.g., [11], [16]. □

Lemma 3.3. If (U0,V0,90) € H1^-1, then

Cp1 < u{x, t) < Cf3, V(x, t) e [0,1] x [0, +oo). (3.7)

Proof. We deduce from Lemma 2.2 and Lemmas 3.1-3.2 that

IB{x, 01 < C/3, CJ1 < D(x, t) < Cp, V(x, t) £ [0,1] x [0, +oo), (3.8)

Cp1 < (/ uo(x)dxSj J (v2 + 9)(x,t) dx < Cp, Vr > 0, (3.9)

e~cpi < Z(t) < e-c^\ Mt > 0, (3.10)

e-Cp(t-T) <• Z(t)Z~1(r) < t>T> 0. (3.11)

By Lemma 3.2, for any t > 0 there exists a point a(t) G [0,1] such that

C£x< [ 9{x,t)dx = 6(a(t),t)<Cp. (3.12)
Jo

Therefore,

/ /** 92 \ \
\9l/2(x,t)-91/2{a(t),t)\< ^ ^jpdxj yl^dxj < Cj/2V1/2(t)M^2(t)

(3.13)
with

/•l ^2
= / —^ dx and Mu(t) = max u(x,t).

Jo u" x€[0,l]
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Thus, for all x € [0,1],

C0 - CpMu(t)V(t) < 6(x, t)<C0 + C0Mu(t)V(t). (3.14)

By (2.6) and (3.8)—(3.14), we have

ft
u{x, t) < Cpe~cB t + Cg / 6(x,T)e~c<3 dr. (3.15)

Jo
Therefore,

Mu(t) <C0 + Cg f Mu(t)V(t) dr. (3.16)
Jo

By Gronwall's inequality and (3.4) we get

Mu(t) < Cpexp (cpj V(r)dr) < C0. (3.17)

On the other hand, by (2.6) and (3.8)—(3.11), we have

u(x, t) > Cp1e~C0t. (3.18)

In what follows we will use a contradiction argument to prove that

u(x,t)>C01, V(x,t) G [0,1] x [0, +oo). (3.19)

In fact, if the above assertion is not true, then there exists a sequence of solutions
(un,vn,6n) with the initial data (uno,vno,8no) 6 converging weakly in H1, strongly

in C[0,1] to (uo,vo,@o) £ such that for the corresponding solution (u,v,9) to
(uo,fo,0o), infa;e[o,i],t>o u = 0- Thus there exists (xn,tn) € [0,1] x [0,+oo) such that as
n —> +oo,

u(xn,tn) —*> 0. (3.20)

If the sequence tn has a subsequence, still denoted by tn, converging to infinity, then by
the result on the asymptotic behaviour in Lemma 2.2, as n —> +oo,

u(xn,tn) -» [ u0(x)dx > > 0, (3.21)
Jo

which contradicts (3.20). If the sequence tn is bounded, i.e., there exists a constant
M > 0 independent of n such that 0 < tn < M, then by (3.18),

u(xn, tn) > C^e~c^ > C^e~c^M > 0, (3.22)

which again contradicts (3.20). Thus the proof is complete. □
The next lemma is concerned with the boundedness of 0 from below.

Lemma 3.4. If (uo,vo,8o) e then

Cp1 < 9(x,t), y(x,t) G [0,1] x [0,+oo). (3.23)
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Proof. Let w = 1/6. Then Eq. (1.3) can be rewritten as follows:

wt = (pwx)x - [2pOwl + pw2(vx - 9/2)2] + p/4 (3.24)

with p = l/u. Multiplying (3.24) by 2rw2r~l with r being an arbitrary natural number,
and integrating the resultant over Q = (0,1), by the fact that the expression in the square
bracket is nonnegative and by Holder's inequality, we get

IM^IIl^IiMOIIl- <\ j\w2r~ldx

< C0\\p\\L.r\\w{t)\\%-1 < Cp\\w(t)\\^\

which implies, by taking r —> +oo, that

IM*)I|l~ 5: P/^oIIl00 + Cpt < Cp(l + t). (3.26)

Thus, for all x 6 [0,1], t > 0,

<3-27>

Noting the asymptotic behaviour of 6 in Lemma 2.1, Lemma 3.1, and (3.27), in the same
manner as in the proof of (3.19), we can easily derive (3.23). □

Lemma 3.5. For initial data belonging to a bounded set of H^\ there is to > 0 depending
only on boundedness of this bounded set such that for all t. > to, x £ [0,1],

y < 9{x, t) < 2/32, ^ < u{x, t) < 204. (3.28)

Proof. It can be seen from (2.4) and (3.2) that as t —> +oo,

I 9(x, t) dx —> J (e0 + Y ) dx, — I 9 dx
Jo

0. (3.29)

Now we use a contradiction argument to prove (3.28). Suppose that it is not true. Then
there exists a sequence tn —> +oo such that for all x G [0,1],

sup9(x,tn) > 202, (3.30)

where sup is taken for all initial data in a given bounded set of H'j 1. Then in the same
manner as for the proof of Lemma 3.3, there is (uq, vq, 90) belonging to this bounded set
such that for the corresponding solution (u,v,9), we have

9(x,tn)> 2p2, Vx e [0,1], (3.31)

This contradicts (3.29) and (3.2). In the same way, we can derive other parts of (3.28).
Thus the proof is completed. □
It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.5 that for initial data belonging to a given

bounded set of H^\ the orbit will reenter H^l) after a finite time. In what follows we

are going to prove that there is an absorbing set in
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Let
ip1   Be   Bp    

E(u, v, S) = — + e(u, S) - e(u, S) - — («, S)(u-u)~— (u, S){S - S), (3.32)

5 = log# + logu (entropy), (3.33)

e(u, S) = 9 = 9(u, S) = exP^^ (internal energy), (3.34)
u

where S, u, and 9 are constants and defined as follows:

S = log# + logw, u= / u(x,t)dx = / uo(x) dx,
Jo Jo (3.35)

P5<9 = J ^9 + y ^ (x, t)dx = J ^6>0 + {x) dx < (32. (3.36)

Since we assume that the initial data (uo,vq,9q) belong to an arbitrarily bounded set
of \ there is a positive constant B such that ||(ito, ^0)II< B. We use Cgts to
denote universal positive constants depending on B and (3i (i = 1,..., 5). Thus we have

Lemma 3.6. The following inequalities hold:
2 1 2

J + ~(\u-u\2 + \S -S\2) < E(u,v,S) <^+C0,b(\u-u\2 + \S-S\2). (3.37)

Proof. By the mean value theorem and (3.32), there exists a point (u, S) between
(u, S) and (u, S) such that

v2 1 (d2e ._ . ,, „ d2e
E(u,v, S) = — + ^ S)(u - u)2 + 2^^(w, S)(u - u){S - S)

+ g(")(S-5)^ (3.38)

V2 1
= — + -(2 u~3es(u — u)2 — 2 u~2es(u — u)(S — S)

+ u~1e§(S -S)2),

where

u = Xu + (1 - A)u, 0 < A < 1, (3.39)

S = XS + (1-X)S, 0 < A < 1. (3.40)

It follows from Lemma 2.1 that ||#||l°° < C/3.B- Thus we deduce from Lemma 3.3 that

<u< Cg, |e^| < Cp^B, (3-41)Cp

<Cg,B(u-u)2, (3.42)

<Cg,B((u-u)2 + (S-S)2), (3.43)

<C0.B(S-S)2, (3.44)

|^(u,S){u-u)2

d2e
^(u,S)(S-S)2
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which together with (3.38) yield

E(u, V,S)<^ + CPtB{{u - u)2 + (5 - 5)2). (3.45)

On the other hand, we can deduce from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 that

5 > C0, e§ > Cp. (3.46)

Thus, it follows from Young's inequality that

|u~2(u — u)(S — 5)| < |u~3(u — u)2 + |m_1(5 — 5)2, (3-47)

and it follows from (3.38) that

V2 1 "i Q /  ^ O 1E(u, v, 5) > y + Ju~3es(u - u)2 + -u-1es(5 - S)2

>~ + ^{{u-u)2 + {S-S)2).
(3.48)

Thus the proof is completed. □

Lemma 3.7. There exists a positive constant Qi = ai(Cp^) > 0 such that for any fixed
a € (0,ai], the following estimates hold:

eat(\\vm2 + \W(t)-u\\2 + \\9(t)-e\\2 + \\ux\\2)

+ [ eaT(\\6^ux\\2+ \\0^px\\2+ \\6X\\2+ \\vx\\2)(T)dT <Cp,B, W > 0. (3.49)
Jo

Proof. By p = 1 /u and Eqs. (1.1)—(1.3), it is easy to verify that (p,v,S) satisfies

'+yj + {pOv - p0x - pvvx)x = 0, (3.50)

St - (p9x/9)x - p(9x/9)2 - pv2x/e = 0. (3.51)

Since ut = 0, 9t = 0, we have

Et(p~l,v,S) + y(vI + = [pvvx + (1 - 9/9)p9x - (p9 - p9)v\x, (3.52)

[(Px/p)2/2 + pxv/plt + 9pl/p = pv2x - px9x - (pvvx)x (3.53)

with p = l/u.
Multiplying (3.52), (3.53) by eat, rjeat, respectively, and then adding the resultants,

we get

— {eat(E + Ti{px/p)2/2 + vPxv/p)) + eat9p(vl + 92x/9)/9

+ Veat{9p2x/p + px9x - pv2x) ^3 54^

= aeat(E + 7i{px/p)2/2 + r/pxv/p)

+ eQt((l - r\)pvvx + (1 - 9/9)p9x - {p9 - p9)v)x.



(3.56)
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Integrating (3.54) over Qt = [0,1] x [0, t], by Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.6, Young's inequality
and the boundary conditions (1.4), we obtain that

L = eat f (E + r]{px/p)2/2 + r]pxv/p)dx+ [ f eaT6p(v2x + 92x/6)/6{x, r) dxdr
Jo Jo Jo

+ TJ [ f eaT(dpl/p + pxex - pvl(x,r)dxdT
Jo Jo

<CptB+a>J J ear + C/3,b{\u ~ u\2 + \S - S|2) + r](px/p)2/2 + r\pxv/p^ dxdr

<Cp,B + aJ J eaT ̂ (l+77)y +Cp,B{\u-u\2+ \S - S\2)+ Ti(px/p)2SJ dxdr.
(3.55)

On the other hand, by Young's inequality and Lemma 3.6, we can easily get

L > eat J* v' + ^du-uf + iS-Sf+v^/p)2/4)) dx

+ L Jo e"T ((^ ~ l?) PV* + ~ 2) p9x/6 + r>epx/(2p^ dxdT

< ^-eat f {v2 + (u-u)2 + (S -S)2 + r}pl)dx
Jo

+ 7T— / [ eaT(v2x+e2x + 9p2x +6ul)dxdr,
,b Jo Jo

where we take 77 so small that 0 < r) < and 9/6 — 77 > (Js/Cq^b — V > 0.
By the mean value theorem, we have

S-S= ~{6~6) + — (u-u), (3.57)
"1 Ul

where < min(u,u) < u\ < max(ti,«) < Cp, ^ < min(6>,0) < 9i < max(9,9) < Cp,B-

By Poincare's inequality we get

||S-3||<C,(||„-S|| + ||*-*||)
<C0(\\ux\\ + \\9x\\),

and

\\0-9\\ <^,b(||5-5|| + ||u-u||). (3.59)

Thus, by (3.58)-(3.59) and Lemma 3.3, we get

e^(\\v\\2 + \\u-uf + \\S-S\\2 + \\px\\2 + \\ux\\2)

+ f eQT(||i>x||2 + px||2 + \\61/2px\\2 + \\6l/2ux\\2) dr
Jo

< Cp,B + C'p Ba j eaT(\\vx\\2 + \\6x\\2 + \\uxf)dT. (3.60)
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By Lemma 3.4, we deduce that

||ux||2<Q»||01/2u*||2, (3.61)

\\pxf <Cg\\01/2Px\\2. (3.62)

Thus, inserting (3.61) and (3.62) into (3.60) yields

e^(|H|2 + ||M-U||2 + ||5-5||2 JL||2 + |K||2)

+ f eaT(||wx||2 + + ||$2Px\\2 + \\92wx||2)dr
Jo

< Cp,B + C'p Ba I caT{\\vx\\2 + \\0xf + WO1* uxf)dr, (3.63)
J o

which implies that there exists a positive constant Qi = aACg b) 5: — such that
0,B

when a £ (0, cci], it follows that

eat(||*2 + ||« - "II2 + \\S - 5||2 + \\px\\2 + IKH2)

+ f eaT(\\vxW~ + \\Qx\y + \\9'2px\\2 \\02ux\\2) dr < Cp^B- (3.64)
Jo

Thus, combining it with (3.59) yields the desired result. □

Lemma 3.8. There exists a positive constant a2 = a2(C/j.b) < such that for fixed
a € (0,0:2], it follows that

e^GKWII2 + l|0zWH2) + [ eaT(\\vxx\\2 + \\0xx\\2)(r)dT < Vt > 0, (3.65)
Jo

which together with the previous lemma implies that when a £ (0,0:2], it follows that

||(« - u, v,9 - 0)\\Hi < C/3,Be~at, V£ > 0. (3.66)

Proof. System (1.1)—(1.3) can be rewritten as follows:

Pt + P2vx = 0, (3.67)

vt ~ (,pvx)x - (p9)x = 0, (3.68)

0t - (p9x)x + p0vx - pv2x = 0. (3.69)

Multiplying (3.68), (3.69) by -eatvXXl -eat9xx, respectively, then integrating them over
Qt, and adding the resultants, by Young's inequality, the imbedding theorem and Lemma
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3.3, we get

\eat(\\vx\\2+ \\0xf) + j eaTp(vlx+62xx)(x,T)dxdT

{^xx{p^)x pQ^xOxX P^x^XX ~t~ Px^x^xx H~ Px^x^xx) dx dT

< C0,B + | j\\\vxf + ||<y VT dT + lf* f eaTp(vL + C) dx dr

+ f I' e°VW + p2d2x + p262v2x + p2vt + p2xvl + plODdxdr
J0 Jo

< C0,B + (IKJ2 + \\0xx\\2)eaT dr + ^ J eaTp(v\x + 02xx) dx dr

+ Cp,B f ear{\\0lptf + ||^||2 + |M|2 + |H|3|k*|| + K|| \\vxx\\ \\Px ||2
Jo

+ IIPxfllM \\0xx\\)dr

<Cp,B+a f (\\vxx\\2+ \\9xx\\2)eaT dr+ j f f eaTp(v2xx + 02xx) dx d,r
Jo 4 Jo Jo

+ C0£ I I eaTp(vxx + e2xx) dx dr
Jo Jo

C(3,B

rt
|2

• I eaT(\\0bx\\2 + \\0x\\2 + \\vx\\2)dT.
Jo

(3.70)

Choose e small enough. Then it follows from (3.70) and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7 that

eat{\\vx\\2 + \\0.

C/3.b + Cp Ba f (||t>xx||2 + l\9xx\\2)eaT dr.
Jo

Choosing a in (3.71) small enough such that 0 < a < min(ai, Cp B), we get

(llux||2 + ll^x||2) + [ eaT{\\vxx\\2 + \\0XX\\2) dr < Cp,B, (3.72)
Jo

[ e^(\\vxx\\2 + \\exx\\2)dr
0 (3.71)

eat

which, together with Lemma 3.8, yields (3.65). Thus the proof is completed. □
Finally, we have the following result on the existence of an absorbing ball in H^\

Theorem 3.1. Let Ri — R\(f3) — 4((3%+Pl) and B\ = {(u, v, 6) e ||(u, v, 9)\\H(d <
Ri}. Then B\ is an absorbing ball in 1.

Proof. From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.8 we deduce that for any initial data belonging
to a bounded set with ||(wo, vq, 0o)||//(d < B, there is t\ depending on B and f3 such that
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when t > ti,

\\(u,v,e)(t)\\2HW = ||u(t)||/ri + \\v(t)\\2Hl + \\0(t)\\m

< 2(u2 + 62 + ||u - u\\2Hi + ||v||^i + ||0 - 0\\2hi)

<2((32 + (32) + C0,B{P)e-at <Rl

Thus, the proof is completed. □

4. Existence of absorbing set in Hp . In this section we are going to prove
(2)existence of an absorbing set in Hp . Throughout this section we always assume that

the initial data belong to a bounded set in Hp , i.e., ||(ito,fo, < B with B being
any given positive constant. We first obtain the uniform estimates on H2 norms of v and
e.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a positive constant ao = a{C0^) < a2(C0,b) such that for
any fixed a £ (0,ao]; and for all t > 0,

M2H2 + \\v\\2H,<(32 + C0,Be-at. (4.1)

Remark 4.1. Let t-2 = ^(C/j.b) > max(ti(CptB), — a-1 ln^f/C^s))- Then estimate
(4.1) implies that for any t > £2(C/3,.b),

11^)11^ + H<)II^<2&2. (4.2)
Proof of Lemma 4-1- Differentiating Eq. (1.2) with respect to t, then multiplying the

resulting equation by vteat and integrating the resultant over Qt, by Lemma 3.3 we get
rt

^eat|Mf)||2 + [ eaT\\vxt\\2 dr
1 C/3 J 0

+ % f eaT\\vt\\2dT + Cp f [\v2x + \0t\)\vxt\eaTdxdT (4.3)
z Jo Jo Jo

<C0<B+a f eaT \\vxt\\2dr+^- f \\0t\\2eaT dr.
Jo a Jo

It follows from Eq. (1.3) that

||#t|| < C0b{\\@xx || + ||#x|| + ll^xll + Ikxxll)- (4-4)
Let ao = min(a2{Cpts), V(2<?/3)) and let a be a positive constant such that a G (0,ao].
Then we deduce from (4.3)-(4.4) and Lemma 2.1 that

rt rt
eat\

(4.5)
M^)l|2 + [ eaT\\vxt\\2 dr < C0,B + CptB,a [ ||0t||2eQTdr

Jo Jo
< Cp.B-

By Eq. (1.2), we easily get

Ikxarll < C0iB(\\ux\\ + \\6X\\ 4 ||vx|| + H^tll)
< C/3,b(Hux|| + ll^xll + || || + ll^xill),
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which, together with (4.5) and Lemmas (3.7)—(3.8), yields

eat(IM<)H2 + IK*(*)||2) + f eaT\\vxt\\2dr < Cp,B. (4.7)
Jo

In the same manner, we can get

eat(||0t(t)ll2 + l|0»xtol|2)+ f eaT\\9xtfdr<Cp,B. (4.8)
Jo

Thus, by Lemma (3.8) and (4.7)-(4.8), for any fixed a E (0, ao], we have

lie - Mh + Ml* < Cf},Be-at, Vt > 0. (4.9)

It turns out that

ll^ll/p + ||f||^2 < 02 + Cp,Be at
9 . (4.10)<Pl + Cp,Be~at, Vi>0.

Thus, the proof is completed. □

Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant £3 depending only on (3,B with t% > 12 such that
when t > £3, the following estimate holds:

imOlllr1 + \Ht)\\2H2 + 11^(^)11^2 + II^WIIl- + II^WIU00

+ [ (llux||2 + \\v\\2H2 + ||#x||2 + ||^x||2 + Kill- + ||^||2 + \\9xt||2)(j) dr (4.11)
Jt3

< 3(p2 + 2a2).

Proof. The assertion easily follows from Lemma 3.8 and (4.1), (4.5), (4.7)-(4.8). □
In what follows we get the estimate on || -

Lemma 4.3. For any given constant 5 > 0, there exists a constant depending only on
(3, B and <5 with 14 > t$ such that when t > £4, the following estimate holds:

IKx||<<5. (4.12)

Proof. Differentiating Eq. (1.2) with respect to x, then multiplying the resulting equa-
tion by uxx, and integrating with respect to x, using Eq. (1.1), i.e., uxxt = vxxx, we get

d 2 f1 9 2 ,5lk.I + J
(4.13)

26xux 29ux 1vxxux vxuxx 2 vxux \
Vxtu + 9XX 1 — -\ 1   — uxx dx.

1 d „ ll9 . f1 9
2

f1 I . a . f ux 6Uxxux vxuxx *vxu \
= / vxtu + 9XX h —— + h —5 5-^ uxxJo \ u w1 u uz uz J

Let Cp = ^5/(4/34). Then it follows from Lemma 3.5 that when t>t2> to,

-u2xxdx > Cp\\uxx\\2. (4.14)
f1 9
/ ~lJo u
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On the other hand, by Young's inequality, Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 4.1, there is t$ > t2
such that when t > £5, we have

►1
2

'0
VxtUUxx dx

! uxx6xx dx
0

rl 2exux
 uxx dx

3 u

f1 29uxI 9 dx

I 7 ax
u

< £||uxx|| + Ce^\\vxt II , (4.15)

<^IM2, (4.16)

< ^ll^xf + C^II^II2, (4.17)

< |hxx||2 + Ce)/3|K||2, (4.18)

< ^\\uxx\\2 + Ce,g\\Vxx\\2, (4.19)

II2 ^ Cp .. ||2—u2 dx9 XXuz

r1 o., „,22vxu
lxxx x uXT dx

<Cg,Be-at\\uxxr < ~f \\uxx\V, (4.20)

< ^\\uxx\\2 + C^\\vx\\2. (4.21)

Choosing e small enough, we infer from (4.13)-(4.21) that when t > ^5,

7>-^\\uxx\\2 + -^II^xtII2 < Cfj(\\vxt\\2 + || ̂  xx 112 + ll^xll2 + ll^xxll2 + lkx||2)- (4.22)
Now a is chosen such that a < Cp/2. It follows from (4.22), Lemma 2.3 and (4.6)-(4.8)
that when t>t5,

IKxWII2 < ||«xx(i5)l|2e"^('"t5) + C0,Be~at < C^se-6^-^ + C0,Be~at. (4.23)
Thus, it follows from (4.23) that there exists 14 > t$ such that when t > £4, (4.12)
holds. □

Let f?2 = 2(/?2 + 2/?4). Then we immediately infer from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 the
following assertion.

Theorem 4.1. The ball B2 = {(u,v,6) e H^2\ ||(m, v, 6)\\2h2 < R2} is an absorbing ball
in H{2).

(2)5. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Having proved the existence of absorbing balls in Hg

and we can exactly follow the abstract framework established in [2] by Ghidaglia
to conclude that

Lemma 5.1. The set

w(s2)=n u (r>-i)
s>0 t>s

where the closures are taken with respect to the weak topology of H^2\ is included in
B2 and nonempty. It is invariant by S(t), i.e.,

S{t)u(B2)=u(B2), Vt> 0. (5.2)
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(2)Remark 5.1. If we take B to be a bounded set in H\ , we can also define w(B) by
(5.1) and when B is nonempty, lj(B) is also included in B2l nonempty and invariant.
Since B2 is an absorbing ball, it is clear that u(B) C lj(B2). This shows that u>(B2) is
maximal in the sense of inclusion.

Theorem 5.1. The set

A2,0 = lo{B2) (5.3)

satisfies
(2)is bounded and weakly closed in H3 , (5-4)

S(t)A2,0 = A2,0, Vt > 0, (5.5)

and, for every bounded set B in H^\

lim dw(S{t)B,A2R) = 0. (5.6)
t—> + 00

Moreover, it is the maximal set in the sense of inclusion that satisfies (5.4), (5.5), and

(5.6).

Proof. The proofs of Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1 exactly follow the same argument
as described in [2], pp. 387-389, using the facts that S(t) is continuous in Hj?\ H$\

respectively, HP is compactly imbedded in Hp, and B2, B\ are absorbing balls in H{^\

Hp , respectively. □

Following [6] we also call A2^@ the universal attractor of S(t) in Hp. In order to

discuss the existence of a universal attractor in Hp, we first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. For every t > 0, the mapping S(t) is continuous on bounded sets of Hp
for the topology of the norm in L2 x L2 x L2.

Proof. Let (uQi, VOil ̂Oi) ^ Hp (2 — 1,2), ||('U0j,^J0i>^CH)||/f1 — R (^ = L2),
= S(t)(u0i, v0i, 0Oi), and (u, v, 0) = (ui, vi, 6>i) — (u2, v2,02). Subtracting the correspond-
ing equations (1.1)—(1.3) satisfied by (ui,Vi,9i) and (u2,v2,d2), then multiplying the
resulting equations by u, v, 6, respectively, adding together and integrating over [0,1], we
get

ljA\\u\\2 + M2 + \\e\\2)+ f f^ + ̂ ) dx2 at J0 mi J
V2x + O2 ( V\X + v2x — 1 — 6*2 ryS

~ 1 \uvx +  vxe (5.7)
UiU2 J \ u 1

+ (+ (^L- «t.
V UiU2 J \UiU2 U1 J J

By Lemma 3.3, Young's inequality, the imbedding theorem and ||(it», Vi, ) 11 jy1 < R
(i = 1,2), we infer from (5.7) that

|(IMI2 + IMI2 + ll^ll2) + c0(\\vxf + \\0X\\2) < ^(|\vx\\2 + IIM2) + CR(\\u\\2 + ||0||2),
(5.8)
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where Cr is a positive constant depending also on R. Then the assertion of this lemma
follows from the Gronwall lemma. □

Now we can again exactly follow the same argument as in [2] to obtain the existence
of a universal attractor in H^\

Theorem 5.2. The set

A/?=n u (5-q)
S>0 t>S

where the closures are taken with respect to the weak topology of H^\ is the universal
attractor in Hpl\

Remark 5.2. Since Az,p is bounded in H^2\ it is bounded in Hand by the invari-
ance property (5.5), we have

A2,pQA1,p. (5.10)

On the contrary if we knew that A\.p is bounded in H^2\ then the opposite inclusion
would hold.
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